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ABSTRACT 
 
Precision teaching (PT) is a measurement system used in multiple settings for all types of 
behavior, from driving to mathematics. The ultimate goal of PT is to develop fluent, free operant 
behaviors through analyzing response frequencies on a standard celeration chart. Research has 
found PT to be effective at improving both the speed and accuracy of academic skills. There is 
little research, however, in the effects of learning channels, a component of PT, as they relate to 
the acquisition of academic skills. The present study examined the relationship between single 
and multiple learning channels on the acquisition of mathematics skills by five 1st graders in a 
public school setting. Implications related to universal designs for learning (UDL) utilized in 
educational environments are also discussed.  
Key Words: precision teaching, fluency, standard celeration chart, free operant, pinpoint, learning 
channels 
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CHAPTER ONE: 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Many educators believe that traditional education has become a ‘one size fits all’ system 
of academic support with a lack of individualized learning (Bromley, Bare, Garcia & Saporito, 
2009). A need for the most effective teaching methods for all learners based on individual skill 
sets, needs, interests, and goals has become a priority as drop out rates continue to climb 
(Bromley et al., 2009). While there is not a solution to this conundrum, clinical practice and 
research in Precision Teaching (PT), a branch of Behavior Analysis, address such issues like 
individualization and flexibility of curriculum. PT utilizes principles of behavior analysis 
through manipulation of instructional environments to strengthen a specific behavior. More 
recently, research in education, specifically related to Universal Design for Learning (UDL) 
provides a set of principles for curriculum development such that all learners are given an equal 
opportunity to learn (Rose & Gravel, 2010) in a similar fashion as Precision Teaching.  
 Precision Teaching (PT), founded in the 1960s by Ogden Lindsley, involves “basing 
educational decisions on changes in continuous, self-monitored performance frequencies 
displayed on ‘standard celeration charts’” (Lindsley, 1992). PT is not a teaching method, rather a 
measurement system, which allows instructors and learners to evaluate behavior and make 
appropriate decisions immediately. Since PT is more of a technology and measurement system, it 
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can be applied to all types of curricula from basic math to more complex skills, such as reading 
comprehension.  
Lindsley (1971) states that all children are exceptional, in that, children who are either 
gifted or have been diagnosed with a learning disability are limited by the curriculum and 
instruction that is assigned in the regular education classroom. Not all children learn at the same 
pace and PT allows the learner to perform at his or her own pace without a ceiling on 
opportunities to respond. By allowing learners to maximize response opportunities, limitations or 
fluency blockers such as paced presentation, teacher instructions and feedback may be reduced.  
Common characteristics of PT that distinguish it from traditional education include the 
value that ‘the child knows best’ and the focus on observable free operant fluent behavior based 
on frequency aims displayed on the standard celeration chart.  
 
The Child Knows Best 
 ‘The child knows best’ is a notion that infers that the behavior of the child guides 
precision teachers’ instructions and decisions (Lindsley, 1972). An example of ‘the child knows 
best’ is the 15-year Great Falls Precision Teaching Project, conducted in Great Falls, Montana 
(Beck & Clement, 1991). In a series of experiments in the 1970s, schools in the Sacajawea 
district of Montana were randomly assigned to either an experimental group or a control group, 
such that the experimental group was provided PT services and the control group was provided 
more traditional approaches to education. The results indicated that the addition of a 20 to 30 
min per day timed practice with typically developing elementary students improved scores on the 
Iowa Test of Basic Skills between 20 to 40 percentile points (Binder, 1996). The students 
involved in the PT group performed in the 95th percentile in reading and the 86th percentile in 
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math. On the other hand the students in the control group performed in the 71st percentile in 
reading and the 54th percentile in math (Beck & Clement, 1991). Similar results were replicated 
throughout the course of the project, utilizing student performance to guide curriculum-based 
decisions to progress to more difficult skills in the sequence (Beck & Clement, 1991). Short 
intervals of daily timed practice produced robust and remarkable changes in the students’ 
performance demonstrating the effectiveness of PT when compared to traditional education.  
The Great Falls Precision Teaching Project also addressed an additional problem with 
traditional education: its inability to maintain skills over a period of time. Once the model was 
removed, the students in the PT group did not regress in terms of academic performance and 
skills acquired (Beck & Clement, 1991).  This lack of regression, or maintenance of learned 
behavior, is a defining feature of PT and behavioral fluency.  
 
Free Operant Behavior 
As stated previously, PT specifically measures free operant behavior using rate of 
response (i.e., frequency) displayed on the Standard Celeration Chart. Free operant refers to 
behaviors that have distinct beginning and ending points, require minimal displacement of the 
performer in time and space, can be emitted at nearly any time, do not require much time for 
completion and can be emitted over a wide range of response rates (Cooper, Heron & Heward, 
2007). Said more simply, the learner is free to respond without constricting contingencies, such 
as in discrete trial methods.  
Discrete trials build restricted or controlled operant behaviors; behavior that has clear 
antecedents and only allow for one response to be emitted in a given trial. This method does not 
allow for frequency to be measured; instead percent correct is measured.  Free operant behavior, 
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on the other hand, eliminates behavioral ceilings and limits so that the learner is able to go “as 
far as their abilities permit—all limits are theirs alone” (Lindsley, 1972).  
In the 1950s and 1960s, free operant conditioning was used in favor of controlled 
operants in research laboratories and educational classrooms; however since the 1960s, a lack of 
interest by researchers and teachers has declined the use of free operants and has since replaced it 
with discrete trials and measures of percent (Lindsley, 1996). In an attempt to recall and define 
the characteristics of free operants, Lindsley describes the four freedoms of free operant 
behavior.  
The first freedom is the freedom to present stimuli. When the learner is able to “self-
pace” or “self-present” the destructive effects of external pacers are eliminated and the learner 
has a better chance of achieving fluency (Lindsley, 1996). Freedom to present stimuli increases 
response rhythms that are crucial for developing high fluency frequencies. Lindsley (1996) 
illustrates a variety of examples where in his own classroom he utilizes the freedom to present 
stimuli by having his students self present their own SAFMEDS (say all fast a minute each day 
shuffled), and allowing them to say “go” when they wish to skip a card without interrupting the 
Slide/See/Say rhythm.  
The second of the four freedoms is the freedom to form responses. This freedom lets 
learners make their own abbreviations (response forms) in order to lift the ceiling on rate 
imposed by the length of the answer words during fluency building (Lindsley, 1996). The goal is 
for the response to functionally mean the same thing as the answer but not necessarily be 
equivalent in form. Freedom to form responses allows the learner to acquire the skills to become 
fluent in learning tasks (Lindsley, 1996). For instance, a program may require a student to write 
the answers to mathematics problems in a 1-min timing, ‘timings’ is a term used to describe the 
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monitoring of the target behavior based on short time intervals. However, the student may lack 
the necessary tool skills to make him/her fluent at writing, therefore the program can be modified 
to have the learner instead say the answers aloud to improve fluency before moving on to a more 
difficult program.  
Freedom to repeat responses is the third freedom described by Lindsley (1996). This 
freedom allows a learner to repeat answers, self-correct, and skip questions when necessary, and 
allows the learner multiple timings and to use the timing with the highest frequency of correct 
answers as his/her final grade in classroom setting for example (Lindsley, 1996). Additionally, 
with freedom to repeat, there is no need for statistical analyses as in discrete trials that allow only 
one response per stimulus, because frequencies can be used to predict and control.   
Lastly, the fourth freedom is the freedom to speed (Lindsley, 1996). This freedom seeks 
to eliminate ceilings placed on responding behavior by external variables. An example described 
by Lindsley (1996) involved the use of a computer program that clearly placed a ceiling on 
responding; allowing only 20 responses per minute, not nearly enough to acquire fluency. PT 
eliminates behavioral ceilings, limits, and restrictions as compared to discrete trials that have a 
clear ceiling on how many responses can be emitted per timing or opportunity to respond. 
Typical PT sessions utilize the four freedoms within session while measuring frequency of 
responding versus percent correct.   
 
Frequency as a Measure of Performance 
In PT, frequency, defined as the number of responses per unit of time (e.g., per minute) 
(Cooper, Heron, & Heward, 2007), is the standard measurement unit of analysis. Frequency is a 
meaningful measurement in that it consists of count (number of responses) and time (observation 
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period in which count was obtained) (Cooper et al., 2007). Measuring frequency allows precision 
teachers to describe, predict, and compare behaviors that are observable and measureable 
(Kubina & Yurich, 2012).  
Traditional education, on the other hand, has a tendency to emphasize only accuracy of 
correct responses using percent correct, while simultaneously ignoring the speed of performance 
(West, Young, & Spooner, 1995). Take into account a situation in which, Sally and Billy both 
perform with 100% accuracy on a series of math problems; however, Sally completes the 
assignment in 10 min and Billy completes the assignment in 45 min. In a regular education 
classroom, no problems may be presented since both students were 100% accurate; however, in 
PT it can be said that Sally is more proficient at that skill than Billy based on the sensitive 
measurement of frequency.  
In the above example, the instructor can objectively evaluate how well the instructional 
program works for any given student by assessing frequency of responding.  The teacher may be 
able to be more proactive when working with Billy to prevent future regression or dysfluency.  
Further, the teacher may be able to more easily group students according to their skill level when 
looking beyond percent correct as the sole unit of analysis. 
An additional problem with measuring percent correct only in educational settings is that 
is ignores incorrects and skips (learning opportunities) in favor of correct responses (accuracy) 
(West et al., 1995). Both correct and incorrect responses provide essential data for precision 
teachers on the assessment of proficiency (Kubina, 2005). Using percent correct does not allow 
teachers to distinguish between levels of mastery, as in the previous example. As a result, 
specific learning outcomes of fluent behavior are not observed (Hughes, Beverley & Whitehead, 
2007).  Changes in behavior are displayed in such a way that visual inspection may be enough to 
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predict future behavior based on frequency as a measure of performance. In summary, frequency 
measures behavior consistently and shows great sensitivity to changes in performance (Kubina & 
Yurich, 2012), further illustrating the importance for assessing frequency when measuring 
ongoing human behavior especially in educational settings.  
 
Behavioral Fluency  
By measuring frequency instead of percent correct alone, one is able to assess fluency.  
Behavioral fluency is the mastery criterion for PT.  It is a combination of speed and accuracy that 
produces proficient, effortless behavior (Binder, 1996). Where traditional education is concerned 
with accuracy alone (i.e., percent correct), PT is focused on the rate of responding as well as the 
accuracy. The problem with evaluating accuracy alone is that it can only describe gross 
improvements in quality, but reveal nothing about quantity (West, Young, & Spooner, 1995).  
Fluency is achieved through three critical learning outcomes: the ability to perform the 
behavior after substantial periods of no practice (i.e., retention), the ability to maintain a behavior 
at a given frequency over a period of time (i.e., endurance), and the combination of two or more 
component behaviors to a more complex, compound behavior (i.e., application) (Kubina & 
Yurich, 2012). A behavior is determined fluent based on retention, endurance, and application 
after a specific performance standard has been attained, the defining products of fluency 
(Lindsley, 1995). Performance standards determine mastery of a skill in acquisition and signify 
the frequency range indicating the occurrence of retention, endurance, and application (Kubina & 
Morrison, 2000). 
A study in 2003 by Berens, Boyce, Berens, Doney, & Kenzer evaluated retention of basic 
math computation skills that included flashcards of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and 
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division facts as well as reducing fractions and converting improper fractions to proper fractions 
with five school-aged children. Training consisted of 1-min timings using flashcards. One month 
after the end of training (winter break), 1-min retention probes were conducted on mastered and 
novel computation skills with flashcards. Results showed that there was a positive relationship 
between response frequencies emitted during training and retention of academic performance. 
Brady and Kubina (2010) conducted a study in which the researchers used endurance-
building trials on three elementary aged children with ADHD. During the endurance building 
trials, the children practiced multiplication facts 0-9 for three, 20-s timings.  In the whole-time 
practice trial, the children practiced the same facts for one 1-min timing. The results of this study 
suggest that the use of endurance building timings produced better learning and endurance in the 
1-min timings, further demonstrating that use of shorter time trials during acquisition of an 
academic skill, may be a reliable predictor of performance during longer time intervals on 
academic performance of the same skill.  
Berens et al. (2003) also conducted a study to assess the relationship between response 
frequency of acquisition skills and performance in untrained math skills in eight elementary aged 
children. In training, participants were instructed to identify the place value (one’s, ten’s 
hundred’s, etc.) of a digit within a number during various timing lengths (i.e., 15 s, 30 s, and 1 
min). Once mastery of one level was acquired, participants engaged in an application probe that 
consisted of performing at the next skill level for one 1-min timing length. The results indicated 
that increases in response frequencies on targeted skills might produce increases in frequencies 
on untargeted skills with the same tool skill objective.  
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Frequency Aims 
 Another way to evaluate mastery of skills in PT is by comparing the training 
performance to an optimal frequency aim.  Aims are the frequency (count per minute) ranges at 
which the behavior will likely produce retention, endurance, and application; in other words, it is 
the speed at which fluency is established. However, aims are not rigid in their frequency and 
should be personalized to fit the individual learner (Haughton, 1972).  In order to monitor the 
individualization of a particular aim, continual assessments of fluency outcomes needs to occur 
to ensure the appropriateness of the predicted frequency aim based on an individual learner’s 
performance. 
Aims may be established in a variety of methods, such as percentage of improvement, 
combining teacher performance with tool skills (e.g. letter writing or saying sounds) frequencies, 
or more commonly, peer comparison and normative data (Mercer, Mercer & Evans, 1982). With 
normative data or normative sampling, a group of students, teachers, or other competent 
individuals are evaluated based on their frequency ranges, from there, frequency aims are 
established (Binder, 1996; Mercer et al., 1982). Having clear performance goals known by 
students and teachers may allow for immediate action if performance begins to deteriorate.  The 
teachers can compare the current training frequency to the predicted aim.  If progress is 
approaching the frequency aim, or too large of a discrepancy in frequency remains between the 
training frequency level and the frequency aim, then the teacher may implement an intervention 
to more quickly close the gap.  
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Standard Celeration Chart 
 To record and assess frequency of responding, PT employs the Standard Celeration 
Chart.  This essential feature of PT is a standard analytical tool that allows teachers and 
researchers to visually display data that is a universal, standard, and absolute account of behavior 
(Pennypacker, Gutierrez, & Lindsley, 2003). It is universal such that every behavior can be 
measured in terms of frequency (Pennypacker et al., 2003), whether the behavior occurs 50 times 
a minute, or once in 50 years. The SCC is standard in that everyone who uses or interprets it can 
agree to its meaning. Further, it measures two dimensions of behavior: count per minute 
(frequency) and successive calendar days (time). On all SCCs, frequencies of behavior can range 
from 0.001 per minute (1 response per day) to 1000 responses per minute (West, Young, & 
Spooner, 1995).  These features provide further support to its standardization.  Finally, the SCC 
is absolute in that, regardless of what behavior is being described, it means the same thing every 
time, such as 100 responses per min (Pennypacker et al., 2003).  
The increasing, decreasing or stable line is known as a celeration line. Celeration is 
defined as the change in frequency over time without respect to direction (Pennypacker et al., 
2003). When behavior is increasing the celeration line will have a positive slope, and is referred 
to as acceleration or times (X) celeration, representing “up learning” (West et al., 1995). On the 
other hand when behavior is decreasing and has a negative slope, it is referred to as deceleration 
or divide by (÷) celeration. The steeper the slope, the faster the learning, and the flatter the slope 
the slower the learning (West et al., 1995), allowing whom ever is charting the behavior to make 
appropriate changes to teaching strategies immediately and accurately. 
The SCC has many benefits to teachers, students, researchers and anyone else who may 
wish to display data and/or pictures of learning that are easy to interpret and allow prediction of 
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future behavior by looking at trends. Lindsley (1971) states that by allowing such individuals to 
monitor behavior frequencies in a standardized graphic format, the SCC reduced the time 
required to share data sets in a group from 20-30 minutes to about 2-3 minutes per chart (Binder, 
1996). One can also project the future course of behavior by drawing a straight line, versus the 
typical learning curve, through the middle of the charted frequencies. The directionality of the 
trend line can show increasing, decreasing, or stable trends in both correct responses and 
incorrect responses of a behavior, and even be extended to a projected date for predicted future 
behavior. The beauty of the SCC and PT is as stated before, the individualization of instructional 
programs and the ability to provide and see immediate changes in performance based on data 
that is standard, absolute and universal.  
 
Pinpoints and Learning Channels  
The guidelines that PT follow include a focus on observable free operant behavior, use of 
frequency as a measure of behavior, graphing performance on the SCC, and making decisions 
based on performance data (e.g., child knows best) (Kubina, Morrison, & Lee, 2002). The 
guidelines have all been discussed in detail up to this point; however, the focus on observable 
behavior can be discussed in further detail as it is related to two terms used in PT, ‘pinpoint’ and 
‘learning channels’.  
Pinpointing refers to the process of determining and describing behavior as an 
action/object in order to deliver clear expected learning outcomes (Kubina et al., 2002; Kubina & 
Yurich, 2012). The pinpoint seeks to eliminate subjective terms such as ‘knows’, ‘understands’, 
and ‘is able’ from teacher’s vocabulary (Kubina et al., 2002). By clearly stating the active 
behavior to be measured and performed both teachers and students will know what goals to 
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accomplish and when the goal has been reached without wasting valuable time in the classroom 
wondering what behaviors to look for and what goals and objectives to follow. Pinpointing may 
seem like an obvious step when measuring behavior especially for behavior analysts; however, it 
seems as though teachers in traditional education have not utilized the concept enough in the 
classroom, especially for academic behaviors where a clear, objective description of the student’s 
behavior would be most necessary. Kubina & Yurich (2012) outlined four criteria, useful to 
teachers, for determining a pinpoint: (1) selection criteria for behavior, (2) the frequency of 
behavior (3) the description of the behavior as a movement cycle, and finally (4) the 
identification of the behavior pair (acceleration and deceleration targets). By using these criteria, 
a teacher will be able to generate an objective, concrete definition of a pinpoint that could be 
understood by other teachers observing the behavior of interest. 
Learning channels enhance pinpoints and provide a precise description of a learner’s 
behavior (Kubina & Yurich, 2012). The learning channel represents a movement cycle along 
with the pinpoint by using active verbs such as say, hear, feel, point, and write. It describes how 
academic stimuli are presented to the learner and how the learner responds to the presented 
stimuli. Learning channels are organized into a learning channel matrix (Haughton, 1980) that 
consists of a grid with possible inputs (i.e., how the stimuli are presented) along the left and 
outputs (e.g., how the learner responds to such stimuli) across the bottom of the grid for a final 
product of what precision teachers call a channel (e.g. See/Say letter sounds, Hear/Write answers 
to math facts).  
A benefit of providing pinpoints and learning channels to educational settings is that they 
provide unambiguous language for categorizing behavior forms and aid in the decision-making 
process (Binder, 1996; Lin & Kubina, 2004). Therefore, in the previous example about math 
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facts, the teacher knows that the student is not supposed to read the problem, or write the answer.  
Each time the learner practices this skill, no matter who the teacher may be, it will be performed 
in an identical way because of the specificity of the learning channel (See/Say) and pinpoint 
(answers to math facts).   
Learning channels differ from learning styles and modalities seen in traditional education 
in that the approach is used as a diagnostic tool at times and mastery in one channel does not 
determine mastery in another (Johnson & Street, 2004).  For example, if a student achieves 
mastery on See/Say answers to math facts, he/she may still be dysfluent at See/Write answers to 
math facts.  Therefore teaching to variety of channels may enhance learning across different 
curricula.   
Interactions among learning channels are still fairly unknown in the PT community. 
Lindsley (1998) states that the friendliest learning channel is Hear/Say, or maybe even See/Say. 
‘Friendliest’ appears to be defined as, the most frequently used channels in educational 
environments, or possibly the channels that produce the greatest educational gains with little 
regression of acquired skills. However, merely combining two phrases is limiting such that it 
does not include the learner’s presentation of the next stimulus. Yoking learning channels refers 
to combining two or more learning channels (e.g. Hear/See/Do/Say) at either side of the learning 
channel matrix, which utilizes multiple channels with the same target behavior to promote 
generalization (Zanatta, 2001).  
Research has examined the effects on learning channels in terms of learning and 
performance, with the channels being independent of one another (Arnesman, 1982; Thompson, 
1985).  In other words, fluency in one channel was not readily generalized to another channel. 
However, a study in 2001 examined the effects of training in two yoked learning channels 
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(Hear/See/Say and Hear/See/Write) on the acquisition, generalization, and retention in teaching 
the Greek alphabet to typical fifth graders (Zanatta, 2001). Results indicated that for three of the 
four participants, the Hear/See/Say channel produced higher acquisition celerations per week 
when compared to the Hear/See/Write channel. On the other hand, the Hear/See/Write channel 
produced better generalization and retention across participants, as well as the least amount of 
errors (Zanatta, 2001). Further research needs to be conducted to determine affects and 
interactions of learning channels on the learner’s behavior (Lindsley, 1994) as well as the 
relationship within and across different channels in combination.  
In 2004, Dwiggins compared single and multiple learning channel presentations on 
learning agility and generalization in two children with autism age 8 and 10 years old. The single 
channel condition was See/Say sight words; math facts or three digit numbers and the multiple 
channel condition consisted of See/Say, Hear/See/Mark and Hear/Write sight words, math facts 
or three digit numbers. The author found that there were no significant differences between 
learning rates on single versus multiple channel presentations on the acquisition of sight words, 
math facts, or three-digit numbers (Dwiggins, 2004). With regards to generalization, it was not 
observed, nor was it assessed in terms of retention, endurance and application, the defining 
products of fluency. This study supported Lindsley’s (1991) notion that learning channels are 
independent from one another; however, the study failed to utilize a true multichannel approach. 
Specifically, the researcher implemented multiple channels per session on the same academic 
skill rather than multiple channels in one timing or learning period with the same target skill. An 
important limitation to the study was the fact that the participants lacked essential component or 
tool skills to the target behaviors, which may have functioned as fluency blockers to the multi 
channel programs and ultimately generalization to the single learning channel programs 
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(Dwiggins, 2004). The search for the most efficient teaching strategies based on individualized 
curriculum, the learner’s needs, and skill level should continue to be of importance to researchers 
and educators.  
 
Universal Design for Learning 
 While PT has been researching and discovering techniques to train and evaluate 
individual mastery, researchers in education have developed a set of guiding principles in order 
to meet the needs of all students and provide students with vital tools on how to learn (CAST, 
2011). Although this set of principles is not directly developed from PT, they share common 
goals and interests. The universal design for learning (UDL) focuses educators on developing 
and implementing curricula that provide students with multiple means of engagement, action and 
expression, and multiple means of representation (CAST, 2011). Multiple means of 
representation is similar to a learning channel approach in that it offers ways of customizing the 
display of information to accommodate for variations in individual learning pace and tool or 
component skills. Both PT and UDL seek to eliminate the “one-size fits all” problem with 
traditional education by providing individualization based on student needs, goals, and skill 
level. PT and UDL can empower educators to meet the needs of the students and provide 
effective instruction in a timely manner (CAST, 2011).  
A study in 2011 focused on teaching 24 kindergarteners letter names and letter sounds by 
utilizing multiple means of representation that reflect both multiple learning strategies such as 
learning through pictures, stories, music, or problem solving and goal setting (Evans & Stone, 
2011). The rational for using multiple means of representation is the transfer of learning that 
occurs, because it allows students to make connections within, as well as between, concepts 
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(CAST, 2011), a shared goal of a learning channel approach. An initial assessment indicated that 
the participants were missing valuable component skills to word recognition, such as letter name 
identification and letter sounds. Therefore by implementing multiple means of representation 
consisting of visual, auditory, and tactical approaches to target such component skills, the 
kindergarteners had more opportunities to access the content and ultimately scored better on the 
post test as related to letter sounds, letter recognition and word recognition (Evans & Stone, 
2011).  
While UDL has many benefits in establishing individualization to teaching techniques 
employed by teachers, limitations still exist.  It is with these limitations that PT can strengthen 
the use of UDL.  For example, UDL lacks empirical research and guidelines such that teachers 
are able to effectively implement the components associated with UDL in a systematic manner. 
In addition, with UDL, there is not an organized way for teachers to identify students who need 
more individualized support and if/when that support will be successful, whereas in PT, data 
displayed on the SCC can be used to predict and control for future behavior in order to maximize 
effectiveness.   
The most effective teaching methods continue to be explored by researchers who share 
common goals as seen in the PT and UDL literature. However, a marriage of PT and UDL may 
be warranted to strengthen the current literature and techniques.  First, measuring frequency and 
analyzing changes in frequency on a SCC will guide educational decision making more 
objectively and individually.  Further, defining skills based upon specific pinpoints and learning 
channels will add clarity and consistency to the UDL approach.  Finally, by enhancing single-
learning channel training to a multi-learning channel approach may allow researchers and 
educators to target skills in weak channels in order to build up frequencies in those channels 
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while acquiring necessary tool skills.  Therefore, the purpose of the present study is to compare 
the addition of within-session supplemental learning channels to single learning channels on 
academic performance to produce robust celerations.   
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CHAPTER TWO: 
METHOD 
 
Participants and Setting 
 Five students between the ages of 6-7, one male and four females, who were enrolled in a 
public school were selected to participate in the study based on teacher nomination and the 
inclusion criteria. All participants were enrolled in the same 1st grade classroom throughout the 
duration of the study. The students also met the initial inclusion criterion, which entailed no 
current diagnosed physical, emotional, or behavioral disorder based on the DSM-V. A 
performance inclusion criterion was also assessed following parental consent, which included 
30% - 70% correct and/or less than 10 correct per min on an assessment sheet created by the 
researcher.  
Sessions took place at the participant’s school in a room adjacent to the student’s 
classroom in order to minimize distractions during sessions.  All sessions took place during the 
school’s hours of operation at approximately 8:30am, three to four days per week. Each session 
per day was no more than 10 min in length per participant. At the time of data collection, the 
school had an enrollment of 406 students pre-K to fifth grade most of whom were from an 
economically underprivileged community. As of 2010, 0.7% were American Indian, 3.3% were 
Asian, 15.9% were Hispanic, 23.1% were African American, and 49.8% were White. Each year 
in Florida, school grades are used to measure overall performance of a school based on the 
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Florida Comprehensive Assessment Test (FCAT). In the 2012-2013 school year, the school 
received a letter grade of D by the Florida Department of Education (FDOE). Directly related to 
math scores, 76% of third graders scored a two or below on the test, which symbolizes a 
significant number of students performed below grade level when it comes to math. Scores for 
reading were also below grade level with 57% of third graders scoring a two or below.  
 
Materials 
 Basic materials utilized throughout the study included a digital timer with the ability to 
count up or down in order to monitor timing lengths, a dry erase marker and a board to keep 
track of goals and to mark errors and corrects on the stimulus sheet. Additional materials 
included pencils to chart data and a calculator to aid in calculating frequencies, all of which were 
kept in a binder for easy transportation.   
 
Assessment 
The assessment materials included two stimuli sheets with a variety of addition facts 
based on Common Core State Standards for mathematics for 1st grade students, which included 
sums to 20. The addition facts were arranged in five rows with 10 problems in each row per 
sheet in order to maximize response opportunities. The problems were arranged systematically 
such that each problem was presented an equal amount of time in a different order per row. The 
first sheet was adding using the numbers 3-12 and the second sheet was adding numbers 4-13 
(Appendix A1 and A2). An additional assessment was conducted involving reading the numbers 
0-20 in order to test for the component skill of recognizing and reading the later mentioned 
numbers, performance inclusion criterion was 100% correct for that skill.   
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Session 
 Following the assessment, the same two stimuli sheets from the initial assessment 
(Appendix A1 and A2) were utilized throughout the study, depending on which level the 
participant qualified for. The stimuli sheets will now be referred to as slices (e.g., Slice 1: 
Adding 3-12, and Slice 2: Adding 4-13). Each slice consisted of 10 problems in total. Adding 
using the number 0, 1, or 2 was not included on the stimuli sheets in order to control for counting 
with fingers, and touch counting. In PT, slices represent the complexity of the target behavior. In 
particular, the researcher arranged slices by the complexity of the addition problems. For 
example, the first slice consisted of adding up to 15, and the second slice was adding up to 17; 10 
new problems for each slice.   
 
Data Collection 
 All data were collected and analyzed using various standard celeration charts (SCC): the 
daily per min chart (Figure 2), and the timings per min chart (Figure 1), along with the 
computerized version of the daily per min chart. Data was collected immediately following each 
timing using the paper daily per min chart and the timings chart until all timings for that 
particular session were completed. At the end of each week, all data were transferred to the 
computerized version of the daily per min chart in Excel in order to interpret the data with 
respect to frequency, celeration, and variability (bounce). After completion of the study, the data 
were analyzed and interpreted using the Excel version of the daily per min chart to evaluate 
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accuracy, celeration, bounce, changes in level (frequency multipliers), and changes in trend 
(celeration multipliers).   
 
Design and Procedures 
 The study was conducted using a non-concurrent multiple probe across participants 
design with an ABC sequence in order to measure academic performance among each participant 
with the addition of three weekly application or generalization probes. No return to baseline was 
required for this study given the fact that each participant engaged in academic behavior and he 
or she was not able to unlearn a skill once it was in his or her repertoire.    
 
General procedures 
 The researcher recruited 15 participants based on teacher nomination from each 
individual 1st grade classroom. A consent form was sent home with each student in order to gain 
parental approval with a signed written consent form indicating that they agree to allow the 
researcher to include their child in the present study. Once parental consent was obtained, the 
researcher administered an assessment to the participants who met the initial inclusion criteria. If 
the assessment showed a deficit of math skills, between 30% to 70% correct and/or less than 10 
correct responses per min, the student was included in the study. Five out of the 15 recruited 
students qualified to participate in the research based on both inclusion criteria.  
 
Baseline: See/Say answer with minimal feedback 
During this phase, four participants practiced ‘Slice 1’ on a stimuli sheet, and one 
participant practiced ‘Slice 2’ where the participants saw (‘See’) the math problem and then said 
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(‘Say’) the answer for three, 15-s timings. The researcher started the timer at the emission of the 
first response by the participant and when time was up, the timer beeped and no further 
responses were recorded.   
During the timing, if the participant paused for longer than 3-s on a math problem, he/she 
was instructed to move on to the next problem and that response was counted as an error. Errors 
were marked for incorrect responses, skips, and pauses longer than 3-s. Following each timing, 
vocal verbal praise was provided contingent on completion of the timing, and no error correction 
procedures were implemented. Praise in this phase was not contingent on performance on the 
See/Say answer sheet, rather only contingent upon completion of each timing regardless of 
performance.  Vocal verbal praise consisted of statements such as “good job”, “great work”, etc. 
Criteria to move from the See/Say answer with minimal feedback phase to the first intervention 
phase was two or more sessions with high errors (three or more per timing), or a celeration value 
of less than X1.3, which indicated unacceptable growth celerations (Kubina & Yurich, 2012).  
Throughout the duration of the study, participants continued with daily curriculum 
activities and at some point came into contact with math facts. This study was not provided in 
replacement of any regular math activities in the participants’ classroom; although, all sessions 
did take place during the math portion the participant’s daily schedule.  
 
Intervention: See/Say answer with feedback and reinforcement 
 Once the student met criteria to proceed to the next phase of the research, the See/Say 
answer with feedback and reinforcement intervention was implemented.  In this phase, the 
learner engaged in similar responding as to the previous phase with one exception: following the 
timing, the student received corrective feedback and/or reinforcement regarding accuracy and 
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speed upon completion of each of the three, 15-s timings. In addition to feedback, vocal verbal 
praise was provided in conjunction with a tangible reinforcer in the form of a ticket provided by 
the school as a part of a school wide system already in place. Tickets may have been reinforcing 
for the participants in that once a week he/she was able to trade them in for an item of his/her 
choice at a school store.  
Reinforcement was provided according to Galbicka’s percentile schedule of 
reinforcement (1994). This allows a systematic shaping of behavior while maintaining the “child 
knows best” concept of PT. Because the density of reinforcement is based on the needs of each 
learner, it allows for individuality of programming for participants. To determine the criterion for 
reinforcement, the previous 10 timings were identified. The five lowest frequencies out of the 
last ten were counted and the participant must have then exceeded the fifth frequency by at least 
one response to receive tangible reinforcement. If the last 10 frequencies, for example, were 4, 
11, 7, 10, 11, 8, 4, 7, 10, 7 the frequencies were then ordered from least to greatest: 4, 4, 7, 7, 7, 
8, 10, 10, 11, 11.  From there, the lowest five frequencies were identified and one number above 
the fifth frequency was counted as the minimum criteria to receive a tangible reinforcer. In the 
example above, 7 is the fifth frequency. Therefore, the criterion for accessing tangible 
reinforcement was a minimum of 8 responses in the next timing for that particular example. 
If the number of frequencies was an odd number, such as 3, 5, 7, or 9, the criteria 
remained the same, in that the participant must have still exceeded 50% of timings. However, the 
researcher rounded down such that if the number of timings was 7, the participant must have 
exceeded the third frequency in order to access the tangible reinforcer in that timing.  This 
allowed for a greater density of reinforcement during the odd number timings until 10 timings 
were completed. 
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The error correction procedure consisted of circling or pointing to each incorrect response 
after the timing and delivery of reinforcement if applicable. The researcher then reviewed each 
incorrect response with the participant by asking he/she to “try again”.  If the response was still 
incorrect, the researcher provided the answer and promptly moved on to the next 15-s timing 
once all errors were reviewed. The criterion to move into the next phase of the study was a 
celeration value of less than x1.3 for three or more sessions and/or three or more errors across 
three sessions. All five participates qualified to move into the next intervention phase based on 
the later mentioned criteria.  
 
Intervention: See/Say answer with multichannel review 
In the second intervention phase, a multiple learning channel program 
(Hear/See/Say/Point/Write answer) was implemented prior to the same stimuli sheet in the 
previous phase. A script (Appendix A3) was created by the primary researcher that utilized 
multiple learning channels with the same pinpoint (i.e., answer to math facts) for 1-min with 
multiple exemplars. The learning channels targeted within the script were, Hear/Write answer, 
See/Write answer, Hear/Point answer, See/Point answer, Hear/Say answer, and See/Say answer.  
The addition facts used were the same for each participant depending on what day the 
session was taking place, and what ‘Slice’ of math facts the participant was working on, as 
shown in Appendix A1 and A2, such that each problem had an equal chance of being practiced 
by the participant(s). The researcher also created a spreadsheet (Appendix A5) to keep track in 
which learning channel each math problem was presented to control for the distribution of 
learning channels across math problems. The multichannel review was implemented before each 
15-s timing; therefore, the participant engaged in one, 1-min timing of the review and one; 15-s 
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timing of the See/Say answer sheet and so on until three timings of each skill occurred. On the 
first day of this phase, the primary researcher walked the participant through the script untimed 
in order to familiarize the participant with the review. The phase ended once the school year was 
over.  
Probes 
Participants were given three application probes in order to measure generalization 
outcomes during acquisition of math facts. Application is the ability to perform more complex 
behaviors that have been untrained but are directly related to the element behavior being trained 
(Kubina & Yurich, 2012).   
 
Application. Multiple application probes were assessed throughout the duration of the 
study with each participant. The first probe was a stimuli sheet created by the primary researcher 
that contained the inverse math facts from the See/Say answer sheet in acquisition (Appendix A6 
and A7). For example, if the participant responded to Slice 1 during the second phase of the 
research, the application check consisted of adding numbers, such as 3+4, 5+3, 3+12, for one, 
15-s timing. The inverse math facts were the same exact problems utilized during the training 
phases; however, instead of being presented with the problem 4+3, the participant was presented 
with the problem 3+4 to assess generalization outcomes.  
The second probe consisted of cumulative math facts (Appendix A8), which included all 
math facts in Slices 1-3 where the participant saw (‘See’) the math fact and said (‘Say’) the 
answer for one, 15-s timing. Three versions of the cumulative math facts were created in order to 
maximize exposure to all available math problems. The researcher also rotated through the three 
versions throughout the duration of the study.  
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The final application probe consisted of a Curriculum-Based Measure (CBM) assessment 
used in public schools for progress monitoring of grade level math performance where the 
participant saw (‘See’) the math fact and wrote (‘Write’) the answer for one, 2-min timing. The 
CBMs were all end of 1st grade level and included single and multi-digit addition and subtraction 
problems. The participants engaged in the 3 application probes once a week following the 
Baseline: See/Say answer with minimal feedback phase.  
 
Interobserver Agreement 
Interobserver agreement (IOA) (Appendix B1) percentage data was obtained for 33% of 
sessions across all phases, using the frequency ratio method. The researcher and one research 
assistant fluent in PT procedures scored each session independently from one another via video 
recording and/or real time for each 15-s, 1-min and 2-min timing. Data were collected on 
percentage agreement of both incorrect and correct responses within the timing. Percentage 
agreement was determined by dividing the smaller number by the larger number and multiplying 
by 100 to obtain a percentage. For example, if both observer A and observer B recorded 8 correct 
responses and 4 incorrect responses, an agreement of 100% was recorded. In addition, if 
observer A recorded 10 correct responses and 0 incorrect, while observer B recorded 9 correct 
responses and 1 incorrect, the researcher calculated 9/10 to obtain an agreement of 90%, and the 
observer also indicated that a disagreement occurred on that session. Overall IOA results can be 
found in the Results section.  
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Treatment Integrity 
Treatment integrity was collected for 33% of sessions across all phases via video 
recording and real time to ensure fidelity of implementation of procedures. A second observer 
used a checklist (Appendix B2) to ensure procedures were implemented correctly and 
consistently within session. Procedures included, accurate data collection, appropriate 
administration of feedback and reinforcement when necessary and adherence to the multichannel 
review script used in the last phase of the research. The secondary observer was trained and 
proficient in all procedures prior to observations. Treatment integrity calculations can be found 
in the Results section.   
 
Social Validity 
 After each participant completed all phases of the research including application probes, 
he/she completed a social validity questionnaire (Appendix C1). The questionnaire for the 
participants was administered with the researcher asking the participant relevant questions 
regarding the study in a vocal verbal format. The responses were recorded textually by the 
researcher following each response by the participant per question. A social validity 
questionnaire (Appendix C2) for the participant’s regular education teacher was also 
administered and recorded textually by the teacher based on a 5-point scale and then collected by 
the primary researcher on the last day of school.  
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CHAPTER THREE: 
RESULTS 
 
Initial Assessment 
Initial assessment data can be found in Table 2. During the initial assessment, five out of 
15 students met the inclusion criteria either based on frequency, accuracy or both of See/Say 
answer to math facts for Slice 1 (Adding 3-12), while one participant qualified for Slice 2 
(Adding 4-13). In addition, each of the five participants were able to read digits 0-20 at 100% 
accuracy with a frequency ranging between 80-100 per min, which was the second performance 
criterion for inclusion in the study.  
 
Training Performance 
Figure 3 reflects celeration collections across baseline and intervention phases for all 
participants (individual charts for each participant can be found in Figure 5 or Appendix D). 
Celeration collections were collected and compared using the computerized version of the Daily 
per minute chart in order to evaluate performance data across participants. The blue lines reflect 
celerations across correct responding, while the red lines represent celeration values across 
incorrect responding. The lines were drawn on top of each other by hand after calculating the 
celeration values across both errors and corrects. As suggested in the celeration collection chart, 
baseline performance for the See/Say answer with minimal feedback phase produced flat or 
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decreasing trends for correct responding, with one participant increasing performance across 
correct and incorrect responding.  
The first intervention phase, See/Say answer with feedback and reinforcement produced 
similar results as baseline in terms of correct responding. Celerations across correct responses 
were flat, decreasing, or increasing at an unacceptable growth value based on the criteria to move 
to the next phase of the study (i.e. a celeration value of less than X1.3). However, celeration lines 
across errors were decreasing or flat for most participants after receiving feedback on accuracy 
and speed following each timing. Overall improvements in accuracy were observed for all but 
one participant. Accuracy was calculated using the Accuracy Improvement Measure (AIM), 
which allows for the comparison of two celerations that occur concurrently (Pennypacker, 
Gutierrez, & Lindsley, 2003). Table 7 displays the AIM values for all participants across all 
phases.  For example, Jessica’s data (Appendix D2) indicate that the addition of feedback in the 
second phase of the research improved her accuracy of responding (X2.25), but decreased her 
speed from a X1.0 to a ÷1.26. However, Tyler (Appendix D1) improved in accuracy alone at a 
X1.82 and his frequency of responding remained low. Increases in accuracy may also be 
observed visually by comparing the distance between the blue and the red celeration lines that 
occur concurrently, the greater the space between the two lines, the greater the increases in 
accuracy. Visual inspection of individual data for the first intervention phase depicts increases in 
accuracy and little to no change in speed.  
The final intervention of the study, See/Say answer with multichannel review, produced 
an immediate jump up in level (i.e., increase in speed) for correct responding after one timing of 
the multichannel review for all participants as shown in Figure 3 and Table 6. Errors continued 
to decrease for those participants who still engaged in incorrect responding after the first 
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intervention phase, and remained low or stable for those participants who had one or zero errors 
in the previous phase.  
 
Application Probes 
Figure 4 depicts celeration collections of all application probe data. The blue lines are the 
median celeration values across correct responses, and the red lines are the median celeration 
values across incorrect responses. Similarly to the celeration collections for training 
performance, the lines were hand drawn on top of each other after calculating the celeration 
values for both corrects and incorrects. For this chart, the order of the lines are not relevant to 
successive time – the chart is just used as data display, time is only relevant to produce the 
celeration in this chart.  Therefore the celerations represent the frequency values across two 
phases and demonstrate that as the multichannel review was administered, steeper celerations 
were observed across participants. Individual performance data for the application probes can be 
found in Table 8.  
 
Inverse Math Facts 
 Once a week following baseline, participants were administered a probe to test for 
generalization of the inverse problems of the same math facts utilized during training 
performance. The learning channel, See/Say, was the same as the one utilized during training 
sessions. Results indicated that as correct performance increased throughout the intervention 
phases, it also increased for the inverse problems of the same math facts. Additionally, errors 
remained low or decreased as the intervention phases progressed, demonstrating that the 
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participants were able to generalize to the same math facts when presented as the inverse. 
Individual probe data can be found in Table 8. 
 
Cumulative Math Facts 
Similarly to the previous probe, the cumulative math facts were administered once a 
week following baseline to measure generalization of trained and untrained math facts with the 
same learning channel as the intervention phases. Results, as shown in Figure 4 demonstrated an 
increase in correct responding and a decrease in incorrect responding as the intervention phases 
progressed across all participants. Individual probe data can be found in Table 8. 
 
Curriculum Based Measure 
The final probe presented was an end of 1st grade level Curriculum Based Measure used 
for progress monitoring in public schools. Like the previous two probes, it was presented once a 
week following baseline. Figure 4 shows an increase in correct responses and flat or decreasing 
trends of incorrect responses across participants. For individual frequencies across correct and 
incorrect responding, see Table 8.  
 
Interobserver Agreement and Treatment Integrity 
 Interobserver agreement (IOA) and treatment integrity were obtained for 33% of sessions 
across all participants and phases. The total agreement score for IOA was 98%. Treatment 
integrity for accuracy of implementation of procedures was 99% across all participants and 
phases.  
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Social Validity 
 The social validity questionnaire for the participants was administered in a vocal verbal 
format by the researcher upon completion of the last session. All participants said they enjoyed 
the training programs and it helped him or her learn more about math. Each participant said the 
final intervention phase of the research consisting of the multichannel review was his or her 
favorite part of the study, as well as earning tickets to trade in for prizes at the end of the week. 
The social validity questionnaire for the participants’ primary teacher was administered on the 
last day of the sessions via pencil and paper. The teacher reported that the academic behavior 
targeted was important for each learner. He also observed improvements in overall responding 
across academic skills and improvement in grades for four out of the five students.  
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CHAPTER FOUR: 
DISCUSSION 
 
General Findings and Limitations 
General findings suggest that the addition of a multiple learning channel program with 
the same target behavior as a single learning channel produced higher frequency levels on the 
single learning channel program than training on a single learning channel program alone across 
all participants. Furthermore, an immediate jump up in frequency level was observed for all 
participants following one timing of the multichannel review prior to the See/Say answer sheet. 
Results also indicate that the addition of feedback on speed and accuracy improved accuracy of 
responding based on AIM calculations, but produced flat, decreasing or unacceptable growth 
celerations across correct responding. With respect to the application probes, all five participants 
showed generalization to similar math facts as in the training phases as well as on untrained math 
facts via a different or the same learning channel, as shown in the application probe data.  
Application is a product of fluency observed along with retention and endurance based on 
specific performance standards (REAPS); a limitation to this study is that other products of 
fluency, endurance and retention, were not testable due to the school year ending prior to 
mastery of the targeted skill. With that said, no participants were able to achieve mastery of the 
targeted behavior in a six week time period; however, using the Standard Celeration Chart and 
calculating celeration values, it can be predicted that two of the participants (i.e. Tyler and 
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Jessica) would have achieved mastery after 2 additional weeks of the multichannel review. 
Further, Ana, Mary, and Ariel were predicted to master their level of math facts after 3 more 
weeks of training. These participants also engaged in fewer sessions than Tyler and Jessica, 
which could have contributed to their lower celeration values. While the data do suggest a 
positive relationship between the addition of the multichannel review on a single learning 
channel, only one single learning channel was used to assess the relationship (i.e., See/Say). 
Therefore, to further demonstrate a relationship between the addition of a multichannel program 
on a single learning channel program, the same target behavior should be assessed across many 
different single learning channels targeted in the multichannel review (e.g. See/Write answer, 
See/Point answer, Hear/Say answer, etc.). Additionally, related to the script utilized in the 
multichannel review phase, the script did require training and knowledge of Precision Teaching 
and Direct Instruction in order for the researcher to fluently deliver the instructions in a timely 
manner such that each addition fact was presented the same amount of time across the various 
learning channels. It may be feasible for a regular education teacher to administer the script 
utilizing technology and/or a small group setting.  
 
Learning Channels, Education and UDL 
 Traditional education, particularly in public schools across the United States, has 
developed a framework, Response to Intervention (RtI), to address variations in learning styles 
across settings and students in order to provide the best possible learning outcomes for students. 
RtI is composed of a three-tiered system of support, with each tier increasing in the amount of 
support provided to the student(s). The addition of multiple learning channels, particularly the 
script developed and used in this research may be utilized as a successful intervention across all 
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three tiers of RtI.  At a tier one, or whole class, level the teacher may be able to present the script 
to the class in order to promote active responding across multiple learning channels. In this 
research, the script was delivered in a 1-min timing with multiple exemplars. Future research 
may want to examine if mere completion of the script is important no matter how much time it 
takes to deliver, or if the speed at which the script is delivered is a factor.  
Currently, precision teachers have shown that building frequencies on a single learning 
channel such as See/Say improves the ease at which students respond to other See/Say tasks 
regardless of what academic area the task is being presented in (Johnson & Street, 2013). 
However, utilizing a multiple learning channel approach at a tier one level may also serve as a 
diagnostic tool to identify which learning channels the class at a whole struggles with, and which 
learning channels are already strong. Learning channels identified as weak may demonstrate to 
the teacher which channels to focus on more throughout his or her lesson. Building skills in weak 
channels may not only strengthen those channels recognized as weak, but it may strengthen 
channels that are already of strengths to the majority of the classroom. Often, students are not 
tested on material in the regular education classroom via one learning channel: students may 
write the answers to math facts, say the letters to spelling words, or point to numbers on a 
whiteboard. Therefore, it is important to assess and teach to a multitude of learning channels 
during the acquisition of skills in order to effectively and efficiently introduce such skills into a 
student’s repertoire. Future research should test for generalization to many other single learning 
channels that the multichannel review was comprised of, such as See/Write, See/Point, Hear/Say, 
Hear/Write and Hear/Point. This research has shown that training in multiple learning channels 
for 1-min improved the frequency of responding on one single learning channel, See/Say. This is 
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the first research of its kind and should continue to be investigated in order to provide the best 
quality of education for students of many ages and range of needs.  
 For more intensive support for tier two or tier three students, the multichannel review can 
be used effectively as an intervention. For example, at the tier two or small groups level, a 
resource teacher can administer the script in a similar fashion as the research where high 
efficiency and rapid responding (Johnson & Street, 2013) is encouraged. Moreover, utilizing 
technology, small groups of students with one being a peer leader can listen to the script via a 
recording on a tablet or via the teacher in order to practice math facts or other academic skills 
across multiple learning channels quickly and efficiently. Finally, at the most intensive tier of 
RtI, tier three, where individualization of interventions is most crucial, utilizing a multichannel 
approach seems to fit perfectly. The research described here was used as a tier three intervention 
and was successful across all five participants who were deficient in math facts at the onset of 
the study. Future research should examine the use of a multiple learning channel approach as an 
intervention or as a component of regular classroom activities for not only math facts, but across 
a multitude of component and composite academic skills. Furthermore, research in education 
should also assess the speed and accuracy at which students adapt and acquire new, more 
complex skills. In Precision Teaching, this concept is called agility, an agile learner is a fast and 
accurate learner and learns new skills and concepts quickly and can adjust performance to new 
material (Johnson & Street, 2013). Teaching to multiple learning channels with the same 
pinpoint may improve agility in learners where feedback and reinforcement is simply not 
enough.  
 Universal design for learning (UDL) and Precision Teaching can take the framework of 
RtI to another level of individualization, based on empirically validated interventions. UDL uses 
 	   37 
custom displays of information in order to accommodate variations in learning pace, often times 
through the use of technology. Incorporating the powerful evidence-based tools that PT has 
developed into the idea of UDL may provide an even more successful system of academic 
support in schools through the framework of RtI. As of yet, behavior analysts provide support in 
public schools on behavior alone, leaving academic behavior to the district or support staff. 
Behavior analysts have access to a host of research in the area of academics and should utilize 
such evidence-based interventions in the school system instead of focusing on problem behavior, 
off task behavior, or noncompliance. A learning channel assessment can identify and target weak 
channels based on component and composite skills that need to be strengthened in order for a 
student to be successful in and out of the classroom academically. A major component of PT and 
progress monitoring is the use of the Standard Celeration Chart (SCC). The SCC allows for 
immediate data collection and analysis of interventions, if an intervention is not working, 
teachers can instantly change the intervention based on data and the individual student, instead of 
waiting weeks or months for a support staff to administer a Curriculum Based Measure or other 
progress monitoring tool. Ultimately, behavior analysts and educators alike should utilize PT in 
order to strengthen academic skills effectively and efficiently. Furthermore, a multiple learning 
channel approach has been shown to be an effective intervention for increases in accuracy and 
speed on a single learning channel program. Now more than ever, is the time to apply 
empirically validated behavior analytic practices in combination with precision teaching used 
daily in clinics at an individual level, into the classroom to see successful outcomes at a rapid 
pace.  
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TABLES 
 
 
Table 1. Individual participant characteristics 
 
Participant Grade Level 
 
Gender Race/Ethnicity 
Tyler 
 
1st Grade Male African American 
Jessica 
 
1st Grade Female Caucasian/Hispanic 
Ana 
 
1st Grade Female Caucasian 
Mary 
 
1st Grade Female African American 
Ariel 
 
1st Grade Female Caucasian/Hispanic 
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Table 2. Initial assessment data 
 
Participant See/Say answer to math 
facts 
See/Say digits (0-20) 
Tyler 
 
100%              8/min 
 
100%             100/min 
Jessica 
 
50%                2/min 100%             100/min 
Ana 
 
75%           2/min 100%              96/min 
Mary 
 
67%           4/min 100%             80/min 
Ariel 
 
100%          8/min 100%             100/min 
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Table 3. Celeration values for baseline, See/Say answer with minimal feedback 
 
Participant 
 
Correct math facts Incorrect math facts 
Tyler 
 
X1.65 X1.55 
Jessica 
 
X1.00 ÷2.58 
Ana 
 
÷4.79 X1.00 
Mary 
 
X1.01 X1.00 
Ariel 
 
X1.94 X1.37 
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Table 4. Celeration values for intervention, See/Say answer with feedback and reinforcement 
 
Participant 
 
Correct math facts Incorrect math facts 
Tyler 
 
÷1.02 ÷1.79 
Jessica 
 
÷1.26 ÷1.79 
Ana 
 
X1.27 ÷1.07 
Mary 
 
÷1.27 X1.17 
Ariel 
 
÷1.07 X1.00 
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Table 5. Celeration values for intervention, See/Say answer with multichannel review 
 
Participant 
 
Correct math facts Incorrect math facts 
Tyler 
 
X1.39 ÷1.12 
Jessica 
 
X1.43 ÷1.14 
Ana 
 
X1.27 ÷1.00 
Mary 
 
X1.30 X1.00 
Ariel 
 
X1.18 X1.00 
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Table 6. Celeration multipliers across correct responding and phases 
 
Participant 
 
Baseline to Intervention 
1 
Intervention 1 to 
Intervention 2 
Tyler 
 
÷1.68 X1.40 
Jessica 
 
÷1.26 X1.80 
Ana 
 
X6.00 X1.00 
Mary 
 
÷1.25 X1.61 
Ariel 
 
÷2.07 X1.26 
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Table 7. Accuracy Improvement Measure (AIM) across participants and phases 
 
Participant 
 
Baseline  Intervention 1  Intervention 2 
Tyler 
 
÷1.06 X1.82 X1.55 
Jessica 
 
÷2.58 X2.25 X1.60 
Ana 
 
÷4.79 X1.35 X1.27 
Mary 
 
X1.04 ÷1.45 X1.30 
Ariel 
 
÷2.65 X1.07 X1.18 
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Table 8.  Individual application data across participants and probes 
 
Participant: 
Tyler 
Inverse Math 
Facts  
Cumulative Math 
Facts  
Curriculum Based 
Measure 
 Corrects Errors Corrects Errors Corrects Errors 
 16/min 0/min 4/min 8/min 12/min 3/min 
 16/min 0/min 8/min 12/min 11/min 1/min 
 24/min 0/min 8/min 4/min 14/min 2/min 
 24/min 4/min 8/min 4/min 16/min 1.5/min 
 28/min 4/min 20/min 0/min 18/min 1/min 
 40/min 0/min 16/min 4/min   
Participant: Jessica Inverse Math 
Facts 
Cumulative Math 
Facts 
Curriculum Based 
Measure 
 Corrects Errors Corrects Errors Corrects Errors 
 12/min 0/min 4/min 4/min 4.5/min 3.5/min 
 12/min 4/min 4/min 8/min 9/min 2.5/min 
 20/min 0/min 12/min 8/min 8/min 0/min 
 16/min 0/min 12/min 8/min 8.5/min 0/min 
 32/min 0/min 16/min 4/min 10/min 0/min 
 28/min 0/min 20/min 4/min   
Participant: Ana Inverse Math 
Facts 
Cumulative Math 
Facts 
Curriculum Based 
Measure 
 Corrects Errors Corrects Errors Corrects Errors 
 8/min 4/min 8/min 4/min 10/min 1/min 
 24/min 4/min 8/min 4/min 10/min 1.5/min 
 24/min 4/min 12/min 4/min 9.5/min 1.5/min 
 32/min 0/min 8/min 4/min 12/min 1/min 
Participant: Mary Inverse Math 
Facts 
Cumulative Math 
Facts 
Curriculum Based 
Measure 
 Corrects Errors Corrects Errors Corrects Errors 
 4/min 8/min 12/min 8/min 12/min 0/min 
 16/min 0/min 12/min 8/min 12/min 1/min 
 20/min 0/min 12/min 4/min 16/min 2/min 
 28/min 0/min 16/min 4/min 15/min 1/min 
Participant: Ariel Inverse Math 
Facts 
Cumulative Math 
Facts 
Curriculum Based 
Measure 
 Corrects Errors Corrects Errors Corrects Errors 
 12/min 4/min 20/min 8/min 9/min 0/min 
 20/min 0/min 12/min 4/min 8/min .5/min 
 20/min 0/min 20/min 0/min 12/min 0/min 
 28/min 0/min 24/min 0/min 16/min 0/min 
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Figure 1. Timings Standard Celeration Chart 
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Figure 3. Celeration collections across training performance 
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Figure 4. Celeration collections across application probes 
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Appendix A: Stimulus Sheets 
 
Figure A1: Slice 1, See/Say answer to math facts 
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Appendix A: Stimulus Sheets 
 
Figure A2: Slice 2, See/Say answer to math facts 
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Appendix A: Stimulus Sheets 
 
Figure A3: MultiChannel Review script for second intervention phase, 
Hear/See/Say/Point/Write answer to math facts 
 
 
MultiChannel Review 
 
Instructor: Today we are going to talk about addition. What are we going to talk about? 
Student: Addition 
Instructor: Great! Write the answer to 3+3. 
Student: (Writes 6 on white board) 
Instructor: Awesome! Point to the answer to this problem (student sees 5+3 on board)  
Student: (Points to the number 8) 
Instructor: You got it! Now, what is the answer to 3+7? 
Student: 10!  
Instructor: Good! Tell me the answer to this problem (student sees 9+3 on board).  
Student: 12!  
Instructor: Great! Write the answer to this problem (student see 3+11 on board).  
Student: (Writes 14 on board) 
Instructor: Fantastic! 	  
 
 
Slice 1 Addition Facts:	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Slice 2 Addition Facts: 
 
Monday: 3+3, 5+3, 3+7, 9+3, 3+11	   	  	  	  	  Monday:	  4+4,	  4+5,	  4+7,	  9+4,	  11+4 
 
Tuesday: 4+3, 3+6, 8+3, 3+10, 12+3	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Tuesday:	  6+4,	  8+4,	  4+10,	  12+4,	  4+13 
 
Wednesday: 3+3, 5+3, 3+7, 9+3, 3+11	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Wednesday:	  4+4,	  4+5,	  4+7,	  9+4,	  11+4 
 
Thursday: 4+3, 3+6, 8+3, 3+10, 12+3	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Thursday:	  6+4,	  8+4,	  4+10,	  12+4,	  4+13 
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Appendix A: Stimulus Sheets 
 
Figure A4: Multichannel review spreadsheets across math facts and learning channels 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Group 1: Slice 1
V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6
3+3 S/W H/P H/S H/W S/S S/P
3+4
3+5 S/P S/W H/P H/S H/W S/S
3+6
3+7 S/S S/P S/W H/P H/S H/W
3+8
3+9 H/W S/S S/P S/W H/P H/S
3+10
3+11 H/S H/W S/S S/P S/W H/P
3+12
Group 2: Slice 1
V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6
3+3
3+4 H/S H/W S/S S/P S/W H/P
3+5
3+6 H/W S/S S/P S/W H/P H/S
3+7
3+8 S/S S/P S/W H/P H/S H/W
3+9
3+10 S/P S/W H/P H/S H/W S/S
3+11
3+12 S/W H/P H/S H/W S/S S/P
Group 1: Slice 2
V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6
4+4 S/W H/P H/S H/W S/S S/P
4+5
4+6 S/P S/W H/P H/S H/W S/S
4+7
4+8 S/S S/P S/W H/P H/S H/W
4+9
4+10 H/W S/S S/P S/W H/P H/S
4+11
4+12 H/S H/W S/S S/P S/W H/P
4+13
Group 2: Slice 2
V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6
4+4
4+5 H/S H/W S/S S/P S/W H/P
4+6
4+7 H/W S/S S/P S/W H/P H/S
4+8
4+9 S/S S/P S/W H/P H/S H/W
4+10
4+11 S/P S/W H/P H/S H/W S/S
4+12
4+13 S/W H/P H/S H/W S/S S/P
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Appendix A: Stimulus Sheets 
 
Figure A5: Slice 1, Inverse Math Facts, See/Say answer to math facts 
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Appendix A: Stimulus Sheets 
 
Figure A6: Slice 2, Inverse Math Facts, See/Say answer to math facts  
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Appendix A: Stimulus Sheets 
 
Figure A7: Cumulative Math Facts, See/Say answer to math facts 
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Appendix B: IOA and Treatment Integrity 
 
Figure	  B1.	  Interobserver	  Agreement	  for	  Baseline	  and	  Intervention	  Conditions	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Participant:___________________	  Condition:	  ___________________________	  Date:	  _________________	  	  	  Assessor:	  _____________________	  	  
See/Say	  Sheet	   MultiChannel	  Review	  Timing	  #	   Corrects	   Errors	   Timing	  #	   Corrects	   Errors	  1	   	   	   1	   	   	  2	   	   	   2	   	   	  3	   	   	   3	   	   	  
	  Notes:	  ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________	  	  Interobserver	  Agreement	  for	  Baseline	  and	  Intervention	  Conditions	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Participant:___________________	  Condition:	  ___________________________	  Date:	  _________________	  	  	  Assessor:	  _____________________	  	  
See/Say	  Sheet	   MultiChannel	  Review	  Timing	  #	   Corrects	   Errors	   Timing	  #	   Corrects	   Errors	  1	   	   	   1	   	   	  2	   	   	   2	   	   	  3	   	   	   3	   	   	  
	  Notes:	  ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________	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Appendix B: IOA and Treatment Integrity 
 
Figure	  B2.	  Treatment	  Integrity	  for	  Baseline	  and	  Intervention	  Conditions	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Participant____________________	  Condition:	  ___________________________	  Date:	  ________________	  	  Assessor:	  _____________________	  	  Instructions:	  Indicate	  whether	  steps	  were	  performed	  correctly	  by	  placing	  a	  (+)	  for	  correct	  step	  completed	  or	  a	  (-­‐)	  if	  step	  was	  not	  completed	  correctly	  or	  at	  all.	  The	  session	  will	  begin	  when	  the	  researcher	  sits	  down	  with	  the	  participant	  in	  the	  session	  room.	  	  Repeat	  for	  3	  timings.	  	  Researcher	  has	  all	  necessary	  materials	  ready	  at	  the	  beginning	  of	  the	  session	  
1.	  	  2.	  3.	   	   	  Starts	  timer	  at	  emission	  of	  first	  response	   1.	  2.	  3.	   	  Charts	  data	  immediately	  after	  each	  timing	   1.	  2.	  3.	  	  
	  
Accurately	  records	  data	   1.	  2.	  3.	   	  Delivers	  tangible	  reinforcement	  prior	  to	  error	  correction	  procedure	  if	  applicable	  (Intervention	  Phases	  Only)	  
1.	  2.	  3.	   	  
Runs	  correct	  error	  correction	  protocol	  if	  applicable	  (Intervention	  Phases	  Only)	  
1.	  2.	  3.	   	  No	  error	  correction	  procedures	  in	  Baseline	  phase	   1.	  2.	  3.	   	  Adheres	  to	  script	  in	  MultiChannel	  Review	  Phase	   1.	  2.	  3.	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Appendix C: Social Validity 
 
Figure C1. Participant Social Validity Questionnaire 
 
Participant: __________________________________ Date: _______________ 
Time: ________ 
 
 
Questions: 
 
1. The program helped me learn more about math.                        Yes    Maybe   No 
2. I like the program with the timer, board and markers.                Yes    Maybe   No 
3. I would use the program again if my teacher let me.                  Yes    Maybe   No 
 
4. What did you like best about the program? 
 
 
 
5. What did you like the least about the program? 
 
 
 
 
6. What did you learn during our time together? 
 
 
 
7. What else would you like to tell me about the program? 
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Appendix C: Social Validity 
 
Figure C2. Teacher Social Validity Questionnaire 
 
Teacher: ____________________________Participant: _________________________  
Date: ____________ 
 
 
Questions: 
 
 
1.  
 
The target behavior (math facts) selected 
for the intervention for this student is 
important and sufficient based on 
performance in the classroom.  
 
 
Strongly 
Agree 
 
Agree 
 
Neutral 
 
Disagree 
 
Strongly 
Disagree 
2.  This intervention affected the student’s 
academic performance in a positive 
manner.  
 
 
Strongly 
Agree 
 
Agree 
 
Neutral 
 
Disagree 
 
Strongly 
Disagree 
   3.  The student seemed to enjoy the time  
         he/she spent with the researcher.  
 
4.  The student showed an increased interest 
in the target behavior (math facts) in the 
classroom.  
 
 
 
Strongly 
Agree 
 
Agree 
 
Neutral 
 
Disagree 
 
Strongly 
Disagree 
 
Comments: 
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Strongly 
Agree 
 
Agree 
 
Neutral 
 
Disagree 
 
Strongly 
Disagree 
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Appendix D: Individual Baseline and Intervention data 
 
Figure D1. Tyler performance data 
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Appendix D: Individual Baseline and Intervention data 
 
Figure D2. Jessica performance data 
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Appendix D: Individual Baseline and Intervention data 
 
Figure D3. Ana performance data 
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Appendix D: Individual Baseline and Intervention data 
 
Figure D4. Ariel performance data 
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Appendix D: Individual Baseline and Intervention data 
 
Figure D5. Mary performance data 
 
